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street
cred

A desire to live a more sustainable life led Kay Kerr to discover a  
neighbourhood with a shared passion for people and plants.
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equation – the marriage of people, street and food to 
action a complete cultural change,” Duncan says. “There is 
a culture that has developed of people not doing things for 
themselves. We wanted to flip that on its head and have 
something run by the neighbourhood, for the neighbourhood, 
with no hierarchy.”

The power of ‘we’
Duncan and Caroline were further inspired by the idea of a 
true ‘neighbourhood’ during a trip to Greenwich Village in 
New York.

“Caroline and I just loved the way of thinking – ‘we’, always 
‘we’,” Duncan says. “In Australia it seems it’s always ‘you’ and 
‘I’ and ‘me’.” 

“Residents [in Greenwich Village] were coming out of 
their brownstones, digging out the ice and snow, and planting 
bulbs under trees. This was public space and they were caring 
for it. Also the manager of the cafe we ate breakfast at spoke 
of ‘we’ and ‘our village’.” 

The trip reaffirmed their vision  – and the Urban Food 
Street residents truly stepped up. The first mass planting 
involved 30 banana trees spread along one street. Then 
came a ‘Food Street’ newsletter and blackboards – ways of 
communicating on a wider level without taking away face-to-
face interactions.

Public planting days grew from small group digs to major 
community events. Pomegranates and then olive  
trees were the next big plantings. About 30 olive trees went 
in and there are now plans to produce an Urban Food Street 
olive oil.

New connections
Today, there are about six streets and hundreds of residents 
involved, as showcased at the inaugural Urban Food Street 
Christmas breakfast, held in December 2014. Residents 
brought a plate of something homegrown and homemade to 
share, new connections were made and fresh ideas hatched.

One of those hundreds of residents is local chef Chris 
White, who has been a big supporter of the project. As  
well as living in the Urban Food Street footprint and 
contributing his time and food knowledge, Chris dishes up 
delicious, in-season meals incorporating precinct produce at 
his nearby restaurant Hungry Feel Eating, which he runs  
with wife Larissa. 

Duncan and Caroline have worked hard to foster strong 
community connections like this.

“The process has evolved,” Caroline says. “Originally I just 
thought that if you needed mint for a recipe, you wouldn’t have 
to drive all the way to the shop. There is so much energy involved 
in that transaction and you might only need three leaves.”

It wasn’t a lightning bolt moment that brought about our 
shift towards a simpler lifestyle. It was a slow-burning 
unease that culminated in my husband, Arthur, and me selling 
our inner-city Brisbane house and seeking fulfilment through 
self-sustainability elsewhere. 

We assumed we’d have to move to a rural area to do 
this, and began looking at properties in the Sunshine Coast 
hinterland. Buderim was our first port of call – a mountain 
neighbourhood 10 minutes from the beach where Arthur has 
family. It was here that we stumbled across the Urban Food 
Street precinct – a neighbourhood of six adjoining streets 
and about 100 families where the nature strips, instead of 
being grassed, are brimming with fruit, vegetables and herbs.

A blackboard spruiking a weekend gardening working bee 
for the precinct caught our attention. We parked our car and 
walked around the streets that were alive with people and 
plants in a way we had never seen before. 

We didn’t know much more about the Urban Food Street 
concept at that stage, but we knew we had to live there. 
Three months later we bought a home in the area, and while 
it wasn’t the farm we had originally hoped for, we soon 
realised we had invested in something far bigger than just  
a house. 

Urban Food Street is more of a movement – a holistic 
approach that encompasses urban design, garden-to- 
table food production, community building and slow, hyper- 
local living. 

A movement is born
Urban Food Street began with Buderim residents Duncan 
McNaught and Caroline Kemp. Duncan’s background lies 
in ornamental horticulture, while Caroline is a graduate 
architect. About six years ago, they decided to make use of 
the nature strip outside their home to grow herbs and citrus 
trees for themselves and their neighbours. 

“It was about taking that dormant public space – the 
nature strip – and turning it into something useable and 
functional,” Caroline says.

“There were maybe two other neighbours on board from 
the start,” Duncan explains. 

He says the poor red rainforest soil, suffering from the 
impacts of urban occupation, needed lots of attention. So the 
soil was given plenty of organic inputs to help re-establish its 
ecology before the plants and trees went in.

The food plants thrived and produced more than 
enough to go around the neighbourhood. With this grew 
the enthusiasm of other residents eager to volunteer their 
time and nature strips to the project. The variety of produce 
expanded, but the founding couple was not content.

“It became very evident we had to consider the bigger 

It became very evident we had to 
consider the bigger equation – the 

marriage of people, street and food to 
action a complete cultural change.

Top: Co-founder of Urban Food 
Street Caroline Kemp and local 
chef Chris White.
Left: Co-founder of Urban Food 
Street Duncan McNaught tends 
a garden.

Top: local Kids playing in one 
of the vegie gardens.

Right: Duncan McNaught 
walking down a street lined 

with banana trees.
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Duncan agrees: “The other side of that is, if you have to 
walk three streets to get some mint, you’re out there in the 
open, hearing nature, feeling relaxed and picking up some 
exercise. Your body is functioning as it should be and going 
back, in a small way, to that hunter-gatherer style of living.” 

He is right; at dusk, the district comes to life. Families 
venture out with their children on bikes, walking their dogs 
and stopping for a chat. Meanwhile residents have found 
their cost of living reduced and their diet full of fresh food. 
Every week something new and fresh is delivered to my door 
with a friendly face and a warm conversation. 

“The simpler you can make your life, the more happiness 
you seem to get from it,” Duncan says. “We’re living, not 
 just existing.”

A quiet evolution
The project has gained momentum since Arthur and I moved 
in less than a year ago, snowballing in a way even Duncan and 
Caroline could not have predicted. Inspired by the progress 
so far, residents share in raising chickens as well as looking 
after beehives. 

Every month there is a neighbourhood working bee, 
whether preparing new vegie beds, doing maintenance or a 
bit of garden training. We’ve had a bumper banana harvest 
and a successful potato stack weekend. A Facebook page 
and a blog (see below) were launched to keep everyone 
connected and inspire others, and the newsletter has 
undergone a revamp. 

My husband and I may not be fully self-sufficient, but 
every day we count ourselves lucky that we are part of such 
a thriving neighbourhood. We ride our bikes more, drive 
less, eat fresh, local food and have a strong connection with 
where we live and the people around us. 

 Find out more
facebook.com/urbanfoodstreet 
urbanfoodstreet.com 

The simpler you can make 
your life, the more happiness 

you seem to get from it.

centre: Kay and Arthur  
Kerr IN THEIR URBAN food 
street BACKYARD.


